
How many times have you been handed a business card or leaflet and not thought to read it? 

This is probably because they looked like every other piece of marketing you have been handed. 

Traditional marketing materials can work wonders for your business but only if they are designed 

right! Read our top design tips below to enhance your marketing materials, and make them work 

for your business:

1. Choose your colours wisely
Marketing materials need to pop. They should grab the attention of your potential customers, and 

the best way to do that is using colour. You need to be consistent with your brand identity. Which 

colours resonate with your brand? What do certain colours indicate or make your customers think 

about? The science of colour is crucial to understand so that you make wise choices when it 

comes to the colour of your marketing materials.

Choose complimentary colours, but also consider how you can use these colours together. 

Gradients are a popular trend at the moment, as well as using bold, bright colours. Talk with your 

print provider around the colours you have chosen to understand whether they are suitable for 

printed marketing materials.

Most importantly, make sure that the colours you use are accessible for those who are visually 

impaired (read down to tip 6 for more information on this!).

2. Design with a grid
While being unique is what will set you apart from other businesses, there are certain design tips 

to stick to that will make the information on your marketing materials structured and uniform.

Designing with a grid makes your layout more organised, with even spacing between text and 

images for a professional look. This makes your content more digestible for your customers, 

making sure they understand what you’re trying to sell to them.

3. Consider your imagery 
For any marketing materials, whether it’s handy leaflets, detailed brochures or business cards, the 

visual element is crucial to consider. Using imagery, preferably your own unique images that you 

and your business have created yourself, is a great way to capture the attention of your audience. 

Whether it’s your photograph, or an image OF your workplace, your own photography should 

make it to your marketing materials for that personal touch.
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If you want to stay away from photography, unique illustrations and graphic design can work too. 

Get expert advice from our professionals at WTTB to find out how artwork can be created to suit 

your brand and shout out to your customers.

4. Choose a unique material
Marketing materials don’t need to be boring or serious. They should be exciting to look at, but 

also to touch too. When handing out a branded leaflet or a business card, why not try a different 

material from the usual? For example, from business cards with gold foil to soft touch business 

cards, there are many materials that you might not have thought of to enhance your designs.

And while texture is important, so are shapes! At WTTB, you can choose a unique material and 

shape of your marketing materials to make things interesting. 

5. Cleverly incorporate your logo into the design
This may seem like an obvious one, but you would be surprised! As part of your brand identity, 

create two or three variations of your logo so that you can always include it no matter how big or 

small your marketing materials are. For example, if your logo includes your business name, try out 

different designs to see if you can shorten it, maybe include only your initials or a visual graphic 

that will stand out to your potential customers. Think McDonald’s! And how they are recognisable 

by just the golden arches. 

This way, you can include all of the information you need on your marketing materials, but it will 

still look well though-out and professionally designed.

6. Always check readability and accessibility
Our final and most important design tip is to always check that your designs are readable by  

those who are visually impaired. You can use free online tools, such as this colour contrast 

checker to see whether your design is accessible for all when designing on a screen. You can 

also read information from institutions such as RNIB, who release information around 

sight accessibility.

So, there you have our top 6 tips for eye-catching materials. Trust us, as one of the largest print 

providers in the UK, we’ve helped 1000s of clients create some of the best marketing materials 

around! Chat to one of our experts to learn more about how we can help your business thrive.
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